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CERDOSSIER‘US CONSTRUCTIONANDTHETENNESSEECERAMICVALLEY’

The American “ceramic valley”
district, which has its centre

in Tennessee, continues to develop.
The Italian enterprises supplying
machinery and services to the ceramics
sector, which in the last few years have
chosen to conquer the new American
frontier, continue to grow and invest
in the over-the-ocean project. They
include names that have shaped
the history of the Italian ceramics
district, like Sacmi, Poligraph, BMR,
Hydrodesign and System Ceramics,
companies which serve both local
ceramics producers and Italian ones.
They have opened production facilities
locally and manage to prosper despite
the fact that in the United States,
while general consumption levels have
returned to pre-crisis levels and the
economic indicators were positive,
in 2018 the upward trend in the

consumption of ceramics (which had
continued uninterrupted for almost a
decade) registered a slowdown. This
slowdown occurred essentially at the
expense of United States producers
and to the advantage of foreign
companies that export to the USA, first
of all, Italian companies, which remain
the major suppliers of the American
market despite the tough competition
from other countries, such as Spain,
Turkey and China.
The adventure of Sacmi, the company
based in Imola, in the “ceramic valley”
is quite recent. It opened a branch
dedicated to aftersales services and
the storage of spare parts in Nashville
in February 2016. The company,
specialized in the manufacture of
machines for ceramic production
and packaging decided, in this way,
to consolidate the positioning of the
Group in the North American market,
which accounts for an important
portion of the company’s turnover:
in 2018 the Sacmi Group achieved
a turnover in North America of 65
million euros, 13 of which deriving
from the ceramics sector. «The United
States is the main market for made in
Italy tiles and, as aresult, the point of
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reference for all the leading suppliers
of technology for which, in Italy,
the technological and production
heart is Emilia Romagna», says Luca
Berrone , General Manager of Sacmi
Usa. «With this branch, Sacmi has
chosen to oversee its core business,
with a widespread presence on the
reference market. We have, in this
way, consolidated our presence in
the United States. Already in 1994
we founded Sacmi Usa, which is
based in Des Moines, in the state of
Iowa, established to directly meet the
needs of the ceramics and packaging
industry, besides the Beverage,
Chocolate & Packaging sectors and De
Franceschi. The ceramics business is,
moreover, completed with a moulds
workshop for the regeneration and
supply of complete moulds. Sacmi
Usa has a complete line of spare
parts for the maintenance work of all
customers in the United States and is
also the technical assistancecentre for
North America. The branch supports
the market with telephonic assistance
services and 24/7 access to the spare
parts warehouse.»
The company based in Imola today
has an established presence in the
USA, offering a privileged insight
into trends in the American ceramics
market. «The American ceramics
market is oriented towards residential
and commercial distribution channels,
with a preference for products in
natural stone in medium formats»,
Berrone explains.
A company which has been in
Tennessee now for ten years is
Poligraph, the company based in

Fiorano Modenese
specialised in
screen printing
for ceramics.
Poligraph has
had a branch in
Clarksville since
2009. It was a
choice driven by
new requirements
arising with
the company’s
expansion and the
creation of two
secondary brands
of the parent
company. «The
site in Tennessee
was established as
a result of Poligraph’s
requirements and those
of the SignItaly Poligraph
and FattoreP brands to be nearer
the local ceramics producers, as the
company had done, years previously
also for Spain», saysthe owner, Silvia
Pini . «Our American site serves both
the companies in the area and those
present throughout the United States,
with the possibility of being astrategic
point for serving Central and South
America. We, asa leading company for
design and services, are at producers’
side to follow them in the various
phases of ceramic conception and
industrialisation. Whoever turns to us
can count on a vast range of products,
ranging from graphics for ceramics,
including scans and purchases of
materials, to assistancefor the profiling
of inkjet processes, to cleaning and
the regeneration of inkjet heads. We

also produce silicone rollers
engraved with laser graphics
files for the production of tiles,

resin grommets and aluminium
masks for the ceramics industry,
plastic templates for assembling
mosaics, settings for catalogues, photo
shoots and actual catalogues.»
«The production of American
ceramics companies that refer to us»,
Silvia Pini continues, «is directed both
towards the private sector and to large
distributors and draws on ideas for
ceramics design from our extensive
research on areas that range from
classic marbles, to woods, to stones,
as far as combinations of different
product types in order to create new
concepts for a demanding and cutting-
edgemarket such as that of the United
States.»
Besides the possibility of processing
the most disparate materials, the
American companies that turn to
Poligraph ask for something else,
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this choice in
order to stand
apartfrom therest
of the companies
present. We are
specialised in
the processing
of every type
of mosaic on
a net and with
exclusivecuts, in
anyshape,format
and quantity. We

have cutting-edge
technologies for our
production and we

can count on various
water-jet machines,

high-performance cutting
disc lines and automatedand

robotised assembly plant. We
have two main points of strength:
research,sincewehaveanexpertItalian
technicaloffice, ableto introduce into
the American territory new shapes
and ideas while maintaining local
tasteand tradition, and the other is
the service, very efficient in terms
of quality and punctuality thanks to
our level of professionalismand high
specialization.»
The American market’s interest for
mosaicsisconsiderableanddiversified.
«Our market is equally distributed
between residential and commercial
and we produce a large quantity of
inexpensive mosaics intended for
massdistribution. The production of
complex and sophisticated mosaics
has grown significantly, however, in
the last few years»,Burzi concludes.
In a market like the American one,

fundamental for being
competitive:promptness
in meeting requests.
«Being present in the
territory allows Poligraph
Usa to serve and follow
ceramic industries with rapidity,
supplying the requestedproducts
with a considerable saving in
shipment times and, not secondarily,
in transport costs», Silvia Pini says.
«The important thing is beingable to
keep in close contact with whoever
follows the researchand development
of the products, with the technicians
that manufacturethem and also with
the salesforcethat receivethe different
requestsfrom the market.»
Hydrodesign, the company based in
Castellarano, leader in the ceramics
materialscutting and assemblysector,
in particular mosaics has, instead,
specialised in a particular market
niche, opening in 2014 a branch in
Clarksville. «Hydrodesign is the only
company in the American territory
specialised in mosaics», explains
Carlo Burzi , General Manager of
Hydrodesign USA. «We havemade

where the building sector is facing
difficulties, the commercial and
residential sectors are still quite
dynamic. The residential sector, in
particular, is boosting the demand
for ceramic products. This fact is
well known by BMR which, from
Scandiano, entered the “ceramic
valley” in 2016, firstly in Dickson and
then a year later moved to Crossville,
exporting its technology for ceramic
finishing processes. «Today the
Americanmarketisprimarily oriented
towardsthe residentialarea,where the
referenceformats are the traditional
ones»,explainsPaolo Sassi, chairman
of BMR. «In this sense,BMR’s50 plus
yearsof experienceand the growing
number of Italian and international
customersmake the company one of
the leading suppliers of technology
for the lapping, treating, cutting,
and squaring-bevelling of ceramic
products. The company,however, is
continuously evolving: the efforts of
all the staffarefocusednot only on the
production of innovative and efficient
machinery,but also on the study and
development of a complete process,
attentive to all relevant aspects.This
is why BMR doesnot intend to sell
a machine or a set of solutions, but
researchesand develops a process
which is tailor-madefor the customer’s
production needs.»
Right from the start, the company
has sought to extend its services
and its offer of finishing processes,
approachingthe United Statesmarket
as a partner with ever-improving
performances both in technological
terms and with regardsto assistance
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and after-salesservices.
«Thanks to the
increased spaces
available», BMR’s
chairman continues, «our
company can manage not
only the supply of spare parts
and technicalassistancein evenmore
rapid times,but canextendits services
offered to the ceramic enterprises
operating in the Tennesseedistrict,
many of which are Italian. Amongthe
more important featuresof the new
site is the new workshop dedicatedto
the regenerationof squaring spindles
which will soon be extended also to
lapping heads: this is a fundamental
service,not feasibleuntil now due to
the transport coststo and from Italy.
Our commitment to improve the
servicesoffered and to develop them
in an increasingly tailored fashion
for the needs of our customers is
reapingresults»PaoloSassisays.«The
leadingceramicscompaniesoperating
in the United States territory have
appreciatedthe added value that the
site in Crossville offersto the quality
of BMR’sfinishing processes,further

consolidating ties
with the company.

An example is Florim
which, in its production

site in Clarksville,
has installed a complete

lapping, treatment, cutting and
rectification line. Also StonePeak
Ceramics,one of the leadingceramic
producers in the USA, haspurchased
three finishing lines from BMR
composedof 2 squaringlines andone
lapping line with a TopCoat and anti-
acid treatment island, all dedicated
to largeformats of 1,600×3,200 mm.
The two squaring linesarefitted with
transverse and longitudinal cutting
machines, suitable also for cutting
strips.» StonePeakwas among the
first American companiesto work on
large slabsand the choiceof BMR as
technological partner is a plus for the
Scandianocompany,which hasalways
seen research, production quality
and attention towards the customer
as the cornerstones of its business
philosophy.
The presence of Italian companies
in the United Statescompensatesfor

a lack of local qualified personnel,
explains Cristian Cavazzuti of
SystemCeramics Inc. , theAmerican
branch of System Ceramics, the
leadingcompanyin thedevelopment
and design of machines and
systemsfor the ceramics industry.
«In the United States ceramic
companies have particularly lean
structures, mainly for two reasons:
the containment of costs and staff
turnover. These factors create the

needfor aqualified technicalpresence
on site. Our branch, as a supplier of
machinery and systems,is requested
to provide support not only for new
installations but also to compensate
for a lack of specialisedpersonnel on
site.»
In order to guaranteea servicetargeted
to the needs of local enterprises,
System Ceramics Inc. is present in
Alpharetta (Georgia), Dallas (Texas)
and Nashville(Tennessee).«Managing
suppliesand servicesdirectly from our
offices distributed over the territory,
in cooperation with the Italian
headquarters», Cavazzuti explains,
«allows us to respond to the request
of the American market in real time,
in the customer’s same time zone,
with the possibility of planning
interventions and maintenancework
in advance,offering updating packets
and customer care services,as well
as being contactable after normal
working hours.»
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